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At this time, Qin Rongyin was unspeakably nervous.
When he escaped from Tongtian Island, Qin Rongyin secretly swore that he would
never have any interaction with Tongtian sect master again.
But he never imagined that a few years later, he would meet him again. It’s just that the
Tongtian Sect Master at this time has messy hair and looks crazy. But the strength…
just like the third stage Martial Emperor!
Tongtian sect master just glanced at Qin Rongyin, and then, his eyes turned to Jiang Hu
and those killers, his eyes were wild and violent: “If you disturb the rest of this seat, you
will die…you will die!”
Hearing this, the leading killer broke into a cold sweat, But seeing his madness , his
heart sank, and he shouted, “Where’s the madman, don’t delay our work!
“
A powerful breath burst out from his body.
In the next second, nine golden dragons roared out, and the surrounding air would be
torn apart.
“Give me all to die, nine cages ascend to heaven!”
Tongtian sect master shouted wildly, raised his hand and waved, nine golden dragons
raged towards everyone!
Nine Dragons Ascension to Heaven is the supreme martial art of Tongtian Sect. In the
world, there are only two people who can do it!
One is Yue Feng.
The other is the Tongtian Sect Master!
“Ah!”
In an instant, under the sweep of the nine golden dragons, none of the dozens of
assassins sent by Yue Chen survived, and they all fell into a pool of blood!
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hiss!
Seeing this scene, Jiang Hu was shocked and delighted! This man’s strength is
terrifying! Just now, the lady called him the leader, and she obviously knew him!
Since it is his own, his life can be considered to be saved.
“You’re going to die too!”
At this moment, Cult Master Tongtian locked his eyes on Jiang Hu, shouted angrily,
jumped up, and slapped Jiang Hu with a fierce palm.
Jiang Hu was shocked, but he was seriously injured and could not dodge at all!
“Don’t!”
Seeing this scene, Qin Rongyin was taken aback and hurried to stop it, but it was still a
step too late! Jiang Hu was sent by King Guangping to protect him, so he cannot be
killed by the leader!
Bang!
However, Qin Rongyin’s blocking was useless at all. This palm was firmly slapped in
Jiang Hu’s heart, and he heard Jiang Hu groan, and the whole person flew up, flying
more than 100 meters, and when he landed, he was out of breath.
This…
Seeing this scene, Qin Rongyin’s face was pale, and she covered her mouth: “Sect
Master…”
Qin Rongyin shouted cautiously. When she shouted these two words, Qin Rongyin felt
that her heart was about to jump out. .
Why is the sect leader’s hostility so serious now? He… won’t kill himself and Ya’er too.
However, a scene that surprised Qin Rongyin appeared.
“Sect Master? What Sect Master?” I
saw Tongtian Sect Master suddenly holding his head, looking very painful, his eyes
changing, and his expression a little crazy.
Immediately afterwards, the leader of Tongtian suddenly turned around and grabbed
Qin Rongyin’s hand. His eyes were blood red: “Who am I? Why do you call me the
leader? You know me, right?

” Incomparably, he began to recite: “Yes, I want to revive Tongtian Sect…I want to find
Madam, Madam…”
When he said this, Tongtian Sect Master’s expression became more and more crazy.
Qin Rongyin’s wrist was so painful that he didn’t dare to struggle. He asked carefully,
“Sect Master, what’s the matter with you? You don’t know me anymore?”
When he said this, Qin Rongyin was both scared and shocked. .
Hearing this, Master Tongtian stared at her with a bewildered face, and suddenly
released his hand, held his head, and kept shouting: “Who are you? Who am I? Ah…
my head hurts…”
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A violent howl kept coming from the mouth of the Tongtian Sect Master, resounding in
the surrounding mountains and forests.
At this time, the sect master of Tongtian, where is the majestic and domineering look
before, he is completely crazy!
He…
is he crazy?
Also, I don’t know myself anymore.
Seeing this scene, Qin Rongyin bit her lip.
Yes, Qin Rongyin guessed right. , Tongtian sect master is now delirious and has been
crazy for several years.
At the beginning, the leader of Tongtian led the disciples of Tongtian to follow the Tianqi
army to attack Donghai City. As a result, the Tianqi army returned with a great defeat.
In that battle, Tongtian Sect was almost wiped out.
The collapse of Tongtian Sect made Tongtian Sect Master feel a lot of heartache. Later,
in Zhaixinglou, he saw his wife and Yue Feng together again.
Under the double blow, the leader of Tongtian passed out at that time. After waking up,
the whole person went crazy, and then left the Tianqi army and wandered around.
Although he is crazy, there are always two obsessions in Tongtian Sect Master’s heart.

One is to revive Tongtianjiao.
The second is to find his wife.
However, what makes people sigh and sad is that after a few years of absence, when I
meet the lady I never forget again, Tongtian Sect Master is no longer recognizable.
“Who am I?”
“Who the hell am I?”
“Ah…”
The Tongtian Sect Master at this time, like a wounded beast, rolled on the ground with
his head in his arms, howling in his mouth.
Tongtianjiao and his wife are the obsession in his heart, and it is the pain in his heart.
Every time he takes the initiative to think about it, he has a splitting headache.
This situation is simply more torment than death.
Seeing this scene, Qin Rongyin felt a burst of guilt in her heart.
I didn’t expect… my departure would cause so much damage to the leader.
At this moment, Master Tongtian gradually calmed down, stood up and looked closely at
Qin Rongyin: “You know me, right? Then do you know Qin Rongyin? Qin Rongyin is my
wife, my good wife, do you know her…”
The Tongtian Sect Master at this time was completely insane. Even the lady who was
thinking about it all the time, in front of him, couldn’t recognize it.
“I…”
At this moment, feeling the obsession in Tongtian Sect Master’s eyes, Qin Rongyin’s
heart was sour, and he didn’t know what to say for a while.
call!
In the next second, Qin Rongyin took a deep breath and said, “I know Qin Rongyin.”
“Really? You know my wife!” Tongtian Sect Master was overjoyed and walked over
quickly, unable to hide his urgency, and said to Qin Rongyin: “Then take me to find her
quickly.”

Qin Rongyin carefully observed the change in his expression and asked, “What are you
looking for her for?”
“I don’t know…” The Master Tongtian shook his head in pain, but his tone was very
Resolute: “In short, I must find her.”
Afraid that he would go crazy again, Qin Rongyin’s tone softened: “Okay, I can take you
to see Qin Rongyin, but you have to listen to me and don’t kill people, you know. ?”
Qin Rongyin thought about it.
Take the leader back to the Earth Circle by yourself, and then find someone to heal him.
After all, the Earth Continent has advanced technology and there is hope for a cure.
When he becomes normal, talk to him again and let him stop being obsessed with
himself.
The head of the Tongtian sect is like a garlic, and the woman in front of him promised to
take him to find his wife, that’s great! The leader at this time, looking at Qin Rongyin
happily, said, “Okay, you take me to find my wife, find my wife… As long as I can find
my wife, I will listen to you.”
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Qin Rongyin nodded at Tongtian Sect Master, then walked aside and buried Jiang Hu’s
body.
Jiang Hu loyally protects the Lord and must not let him throw his corpse into the
wilderness.
Tongtian sect master quickly came to help.
After burying Jiang Hu, the three continued on their way.
Yue Wuya held Qin Rongyin’s hand tightly and whispered, “Mom, are we going to be
with this weirdo? He killed Uncle Jiang Hu just now, Ya’er is so afraid…”
Qin Rongyin comforted softly: “Ya’er Don’t be afraid, this weirdo is not a bad person.”
When he said this, Qin Rongyin looked at the Tongtian Sect Master behind him, with
mixed feelings in his heart.
The three of them rushed back to the Earth Circle Continent all the way. the next day!

When they reached a valley, Qin Rongyin smiled at Yue Wuya and said, “Ya’er, passing
through this valley is the sea of death. After crossing the sea of death, we will return to
the Earth Continent.”
When he said this, Qin Rongyin’s eyes were full of longing.
When you arrive at the Earth Circle Continent, will you be able to see Yue Feng?
Yue Feng, who is thinking about it, are you okay?
Qin Rongyin’s red lips raised slightly, and when she thought of Yue Feng, she couldn’t
help but rejoice.
Yue Wuya didn’t know what she was thinking at this time, she tilted her head and asked
curiously, “Mom, why is it called the Sea of Death? Is it scary?”
Qin Rongyin smiled and said, “The Sea of Death, before A leaf can’t float, and most
people can’t get through it. Later, the barrier between the nine states disappeared, and
the sea of death became a normal ocean.”
Yue Wuya listened very seriously.
The Tongtian Sect Master next to him was in a trance, not knowing what he was
thinking.
Hula…
Qin Rongyin was talking when he heard footsteps. In a blink of an eye, a group of
people rushed out of the woods, each with a knife in their hands, and surrounded Qin
Rongyin’s three.
This group of people, at first glance, is the mountain bandit in this valley. However, their
outfits were a little different from ordinary mountain bandits. Everyone was wearing pure
white clothes.
These people are the remnants of the White Clothes Sect.
The White Clothes Sect is a very strong organization in the Apocalypse Continent.
Because Bai Yijiao did not obey the discipline of the imperial court and wanted to
overthrow the Emperor Tianqi, he was regarded as a traitor by the imperial court. Not
long ago, King Qing of Pingxi defeated the Baiyi Sect and won a great victory, leaving
only one remnant of the Baiyi Sect to escape.
Because of the meritorious deeds in destroying the Baiyi Sect, Emperor Tianqi was so
happy that he would betroth Ren Yingying to the son of King Pingxi.

It’s just that no one knows that the remnants of the White Clothes Sect have fled all the
way to this valley, where they occupy the mountain as their king, and become a
mountain bandit, blocking the road and robbing money. Now that they met Qin Rongyin
and the three, Bai Yi taught these remnants and wanted to rob a sum of money.
“Come here, take out all the valuables on your body.”
At this time, the leader of the White Clothes Sect said with an arrogant face and a cold
tone.
This person is called Song Chao. The strength of Wudan Wusheng was originally a
small head of the White Clothes Sect. After the White Clothes Sect was destroyed,
Song Chao became the leader of this remnant force.
“Mom…” Yue Wuya pulled Qin Rongyin’s arm tightly, very scared!
Qin Rongyin patted Yue Wuya’s head and comforted her softly: “Ya’er is not afraid…”
With Tongtian Cult Master beside him, these thieves who dared to block the road and
rob him were just seeking death.
Qin Rongyin took a deep breath, looked at Song Chao, and said lightly, “We are just
passing by, and we don’t have anything valuable on us. Don’t embarrass us, or you will
regret it.”
Now Qin Rongyin just wanted to return to the Earth Circle as soon as possible, and
didn’t want to be too entangled with the bandits in front of him.
“No money?”
Song Chao sneered, and just said two words, his eyes fell on Qin Rongyin’s sexy figure,
and his eyes straightened instantly.
beautiful!
pretty!
I didn’t expect to meet such a beautiful beauty in such a place.
At this time, Qin Rongyin, although he was tired all the way, still couldn’t hide his talent.
Song Chao raised the corners of his mouth and looked at Qin Rongyin with a smile:
“Beauty, since you don’t have money, you can use your figure to pay for it. Don’t worry,
as long as you follow me, I promise not to treat you badly!
” The cottage has just been established, and there is still one less lady.

Now that God sent a beautiful woman to your door, how could you be polite?
The voice fell, and many of the surrounding men also laughed and laughed one by one.
“Haha, the leader has a good vision…”
“Leader, today’s bliss is not too bright.”
“Such a beauty, just happens to be the leader of the leader’s wife!”
Hearing these words, Qin Rongyin’s face flushed, and her heart was extremely
embarrassed and angry.
“Get out of here!”
At this moment, the Tongtian Sect Master, who had been silent for a long time, spoke
coldly, his whole body filled with malice!
Um?
In an instant, the eyes of Song Chao and the crowd all converged on Tongtian Sect
Master.
This man is dressed like a lunatic, he is a lunatic.
In the next second, Song Chao glared at the Tongtian Cult Master disdainfully: “Stinky
lunatic, go away!”
Tongtian Cult Master’s eyes shot with murderous intent, and said coldly: “No more
nonsense, die!”
What an arrogant madman!
Song Chao suddenly became angry, and called out a pair of sledgehammers: “A lunatic,
dare to speak rudely, courting death!” The
voice fell, and Song Chao rose into the air!
hum!
An aura of internal force burst out from Song Chao’s body, with a double hammer in his
hand, waving a light and shadow, and rushing towards the Tongtian Sect Master, he
saw that the air was distorted, and the momentum was amazing.
Seeing Song Chao burst out, the suffocation in Tongtian’s heart was instantly aroused.

“Boom!”
Only after hearing an air vibration, the Tongtian Sect Master slowly raised his hand and
saw the nine golden dragons condensing quickly!
Hiss…
Golden Dragon? What skill is this?
What a strong breath!
At this moment, the white-clothed sects surrounding them were all stunned, and their
hearts were extremely shocked.
“Roar!”
Tongtian Sect Master didn’t talk nonsense, he raised his hand and waved! I heard a
deafening dragon roar from Jinlong’s mouth, and then, Jinlong whistled towards Song
Chao!
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“Ah…”
With a scream, Song Chao shed a rain of blood in the air, and flew out at once, flying
more than 100 meters away, breaking more than a dozen trees , and finally fell heavily
on the ground.
When he landed, Song Chao was covered in blood and was already dead.
What?
Just a trick?
Just one move to kill the leader?
Seeing this scene, the white-clothed disciples present were all dumbfounded and
couldn’t help gasping for air!
This lunatic is too strong, right? !
Tongtian sect master’s eyes were blood red, and he looked around, his body was filled
with violent aura: “Who else is not satisfied, come up and lead to death.”
Puff! Pfft…

The voice fell, and all the white-clothed cultivators at the scene all knelt down at once,
trembling and trembling all over.
“Heroes, spare your life!”
“Forgive your life…”
He killed the leader with one move, who would dare to challenge him.
At this moment, Qin Rongyin frowned, looking at these people, she couldn’t help but
wonder: “Look at your clothes, you don’t look like bandits. Who are you? Why are you
here?
” Gang of bandits, also wearing a uniform white cloak.
It’s so weird.
A white-clothed sect in front of her quickly responded, “We belong to the white-clothed
sect…”
“Ah!”
Before he finished speaking, he saw that Tongtian Sect Master suddenly frowned, and
then his face changed greatly, and his expression became painful!
“White Clothes Sect… White Clothes Sect… Tongtian Sect…”
“Ah…” Tongtian sect
master muttered to himself a few words, suddenly became mad, covered his head, and
screamed in pain. : “White Clothes Sect, Tongtian Sect, ah…”
Reviving Tongtian Sect has always been the obsession of Tongtian sect master.
Although the Baiyi Sect had nothing to do with Tongtian Sect, but also had the word
‘teaching’ smeared on it, the Tongtian Sect Master was emotionally touched and went
mad again.
This…
what’s going on?
Seeing this scene, these white-clothed sects were all stunned, and knelt there
tremblingly, not daring to let out the air, for fear that the Tongtian sect master would be
angry and do something to himself.

Qin Rongyin was also stunned for a while, and then became anxious.
Why is he crazy again!
Thinking to herself, Qin Rongyin bit her lip and looked at the white-clothed sects and
said, “From now on, you are no longer called the white-clothed sect, you are all
disciples of the Tongtian sect, and when you meet the sect master, you want to make a
big claim to praise. Do you understand? Hearing this, the
disciples of the White Clothes Sect looked at each other and dared to go against
it. With a smile, he laughed loudly: “Yes, yes, I am the Master Tongtian! You are my
disciples, hahaha…”
Seeing this scene, Qin Rongyin breathed a sigh of relief, glanced at the Master
Tongtian, and showed a soft expression. smile.
Sect Master, I lied to you before and secretly left Tongtian Island, so I’m sorry for you.
But I really can’t be with you.
Now, all I can do is to do my best to help you revive Tongtian.
At this moment, Qin Rongyin secretly made up his mind.
Or don’t take the Tongtian sect master and return to the earth circle continent.
In case no one can cure his madness, if you take him by yourself, there will only be
endless trouble.
But now, he helped him re-establish Tongtian Sect, and in the future these subordinates
would be able to take care of him, and he would leave with Yue Wuya after a while.
Half an hour later, these white-clothed sect disciples, supporting Tongtian Sect Master,
Qin Rongyin, and Ya’er, went to the cottage.
Song Chao was dead, and the white-clothed sect was headless. This tyrannical man
wants to be the leader and lead everyone to grow his power, of course, is beyond his
desire.
A few minutes later.
In the hall of the stockade, the Master Tongtian sat there, smiling all over his face,
smiling foolishly.

Two things in his heart are obsessed, one is to revive Tongtianjiao, and the other is to
find his wife. Now that Tongtian Religion has been revived, how can you be unhappy.
However, Tongtian Sect Master only knew that he was happy, and his spirit still did not
return to normal.
After all, after being crazy for several years, how could he suddenly wake up.
“Teacher!”
At this moment, Qin Rongyin hesitated in his heart, looked at Tongtian Sect Master and
said softly, “Congratulations Sect Master, revive Tongtian Sect…”
Qin Rongyin felt very complicated when he said this. At the beginning, he did everything
possible to leave Tongtian Sect.
But he never thought that he would still help him revive Tongtian Sect. It’s so
unpredictable!
Tongtian Sect Master nodded and looked at Qin Rongyin with a smile: “Thank you for
this, for helping me find my subordinates.”
In his heart, he thought that these White Clothes Sect people were all his former
subordinates.
Immediately, the leader of Tongtian thought of something, and continued: “By the way, I
still have to trouble you, continue to help me find Qin Rongyin, you will definitely help
me, right?”
In the heart of the leader of Tongtian, he only felt this beautiful woman in front of him. ,
very kind.
But he never realized that the woman in front of him was the lady he had been
searching for.
“I…”
Hearing this, Qin Rongyin bit her lip lightly, her heart was extremely complicated, and
she didn’t know how to speak for a while.
“Mom…”
At this moment, Yue Wuya next to him couldn’t help pulling Qin Rongyin’s clothes, and
said in a puzzled manner, “Mom, isn’t your name Qin Rongyin? This weird uncle Is he
looking for you? He’s been talking about your name for a whole day.”

In the past few days, every time the Tongtian Cult Master read Qin Rongyin’s name,
Yue Wuya listened to it, it was very strange. This strange uncle kept saying that he was
looking for his mother, and that she was right in front of him.
“Y’er!”
Qin Rongyin’s expression changed, and she quickly covered Yue Wuya’s mouth.
Swish!
At this moment, the leader of Tongtian was shocked, his eyes fixed on Qin Rongyin:
“You…you are Qin Rongyin…”
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…… the
other side!
Xuanye Continent, Fang Family Villa.
Yue Feng only felt that he had a very long dream.
I don’t know how long it took, Yue Feng woke up with a splitting headache.
Nima, this woman Lu Lingshan is too cruel. A sneak attack on himself, this palm really
cost him half his life. Moreover, she has whipped herself a lot, and now Yue Feng is
covered in wounds. Leaving from the Fang family ancestral hall, Yue Feng fainted.
Cursing inwardly, Yue Feng opened his eyes and found himself lying on the bed in the
villa room.
Fang Ting was sitting on the chair next to her, wearing a long skirt, her right leg resting
on the sitting leg, and her graceful curves were revealed.
However, her expression was playful and complicated.
“Awake?”
Fang Ting’s red lips lightly parted, she spit out a few words, then stood up, walked
slowly, and mocked: “Physical fitness is good, you won’t die from such a serious injury.”
Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing. He opened his mouth and said, “Maybe my life is
hard.” After speaking

, Yue Feng asked subconsciously, “By the way, how is the situation at the ancestral
hall?”
As soon as he said the words, Yue Feng regretted it.
What the hell!
I was just a little bodyguard, and I shouldn’t have appeared in the ancestral hall that
night.
Wait how to explain?
Sure enough, seeing him say that, Fang Ting’s eyes flashed, and she looked at Yue
Feng with her hands on her hips: “If you didn’t say it, I would have forgotten. I ask you,
shouldn’t you be copying books at school that night? Why did you suddenly In our
family’s ancestral hall? Tell me honestly.”
When she said this, Fang Ting’s face was savage and fierce.
However, in Yue Feng’s view, there is no threat at all, but rather cute.
“I…”
Yue Feng opened his mouth, his brain turned quickly, and he said slowly: “I finished
copying the book and went out to school, it was dark, I finally took a taxi, and the driver
deliberately took a detour for me. , after getting off the car, I found myself being pulled
near the ancestral hall. After that, I heard a fight in the ancestral hall. I didn’t think much
about it at the time, I went in, and then I saw that Lu Lingshan, fighting with your father. ,
As the bodyguard of the young lady, how can I stand idly by?”
At this moment, Yue Feng’s thoughts swelled, and he talked eloquently.
At the end, Yue Feng gave a bitter look: “Afterwards, I chased into the room, how could
I know that Lu Lingshan’s strength was too terrifying. I tried my best to be no match for
her.”
“Oh, that’s it! After listening to Yue Feng ‘s
explanation, Fang Ting nodded suddenly.
Haha…
It’s the eldest lady who is indifferent to the world, and she was deceived by herself so
easily.

Yue Feng snickered inwardly, but on the surface he looked very concerned, and asked
again, “Your father seemed to be seriously injured at the time. What happened
afterward? Did you catch Lu Lingshan?”
“It’s not that easy . Catch her, that woman is too strong.” Fang Ting clenched her pink
fist and said fiercely: “But my father has issued a Jianghu order and asked many
Jianghu colleagues to help. That woman dared to shoot our Fang’s house. Even if she
escapes to the ends of the earth, our Fang family will definitely chase her back.”
What? Still haven’t caught up with Lu Lingshan?
Panlongjing, was Lu Lingshan robbed after all?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was shocked, and his heart was extremely suffocated.
Nima, he was abused for a while, and even the Dragon Spirit was taken away from his
hands.
At this moment, Yue Feng was so angry that he almost spurted blood.
Um?
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Seeing Yue Feng’s reaction, Fang Ting couldn’t help frowning: “My family’s treasure is
lost, why are you so nervous?”
“I…”
Yue Feng scratched his head and smiled bitterly: “I was abused. It’s really miserable, of
course I’m not convinced, I want to see that woman get caught.”
Fang Ting curled her lips: “You still want to seek revenge on that woman, okay, as long
as you have this ability, you should take care of yourself at home. “
Speaking, Fang Ting stopped talking nonsense, turned and walked out of the room.

Listening to her footsteps leaving, Yue Feng couldn’t wait to take out his mobile phone
and called Li Heihu directly.
Nima.
We can’t just let Lu Lingshan take away the Panlong Jing. Whatever you say, take it
back!
And the woman Lu Lingshan, Nima, almost tortured me to death, this bad breath must
be replaced tenfold.
Soon, the call is connected.
“Li Heihu, immediately help me investigate the whereabouts of a pair of sisters and
brothers named Lu Lingshan and Lu Jiechen…” Yue Feng said quickly, while describing
the appearance of Lu Lingshan and Lu Jiechen in detail.
When he said this, Yue Feng gritted his teeth and couldn’t hide his anger.
“Okay, I’ll order the people below right away.” Feeling that Yue Feng’s tone was wrong,
Li Heihu didn’t dare to neglect.
call!
After hanging up the phone, Yue Feng took a deep breath, sat cross-legged on the bed,
and began to recover his inner strength while recuperating his injuries.
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Because of “Pure Yang Inner Power” and some skin injuries, Yue Feng recovered
quickly.
A few hours later, Yue Feng exhaled a turbid breath, and the whole person recovered
almost.
Jingle Bell.
It was at this time that Li Heihu called.
Yue Feng didn’t have time to think about it, and hurriedly took it.
“Mr. Yue, the brothers and sisters have been found, and they are in the Furong Club.” Li
Heihu said excitedly at the moment of connection, “Also, I opened this Furong Club.
How does Mr. Yue want to deal with them? , I ask my subordinates to control them
first?”

When he said this, Li Heihu on the other side of the phone was eager to try.
Without Yue Feng, there would be no me now.
It’s hard to get a chance to help, so you must perform well.
“Don’t…” Yue Feng hurriedly stopped: “You mustn’t startle the snake, I’ll handle this
matter myself.”
What a joke, Lu Lingshan sister and brother are the top existences in the arena.
Even if Li Heihu has some power, he is not the opponent of their siblings. Thinking to
himself, Yue Feng warned again: “Just give me their room number, remember, don’t
disturb them. Do you know?”
“Okay, I know.” Li Heihu quickly responded, and then Sent the room number.
At this moment, Yue Feng put away the phone, and a sneer appeared on his face.
Lu Lingshan!
Lu Jiechen!
You are quite smart, and now the experts from all corners of the world in Xuanye
Continent are chasing you. You did not rush to run, but hid in a club in a bustling city.
By doing this, you can indeed avoid the pursuit of those experts in the arena.
But you never imagined that the owner of this club would be mine.
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng quickly went out the door and went straight to the
Furong Club.
Lu Lingshan, you stepped on my face with your high heels and hit me with a whip, I
have not forgotten. I want you to repay ten times, and make you want to die, and you
can’t survive.
Chapter 1107
Wanhai City, Hibiscus Club.
The behind-the-scenes owner of this club is Li Heihu. It’s just that Li Heihu didn’t have
time to manage it himself, so he hired a manager to manage the club. In this club, the
decoration is luxurious, the consumption is very high, and all the people who come here
are well-heeled people. At this moment, sister and brother Lu Lingshan were in this
club.

In a luxurious box on the top floor, Lu Jiechen sat there with a pale face, and his
expression was a little nervous.
It can be seen that Lu Jiechen’s eyebrows are weak, and he has lost the spirit of
traversing the rivers and lakes in the past.
On the sofa opposite him, Lu Lingshan sat there with a calm expression on her beautiful
face.
“Sister!”
Lu Jiechen glanced out the window and couldn’t help but said, “Are we really safe in this
club? We robbed the Panlong Jing. I heard the news just now that the Fang family has
already sent out a message from Jianghu. Ling, I’m chasing you everywhere.”
When he said this, Lu Jiechen clenched his hand subconsciously, and there was
something shining with golden light in his hand.
good.
This thing is the Panlong Jing!
Lu Lingshan smiled and said, “The most dangerous place is the safest place. Even if the
Fang family mobilized the experts from the entire Xuanye Continent, they would never
have thought that not only did I not leave Wanhai City, but also Right under their noses.”
After speaking, Lu Lingshan said with relief: “Moreover, this club is not for ordinary
people to enter, so you don’t have to worry, I will protect you later, and you can quickly
integrate the spiritual energy of the dragon spirit.”
When she said this, a smile appeared on Lu Lingshan’s face.
As long as the strength of the younger brother is completely restored, in the world, the
two brothers and sisters will be able to do whatever they want.
At that time, it will be just around the corner to revive Mingjiao.
“Okay, I’ll listen to you, sister!”
Lu Jiechen nodded heavily, then looked at the Coiling Dragon Spirit in his hand, his
eyes flashing with scorching light.
“Squeak–“
At this moment, the door was pushed open, and a man in a black suit and gold-rimmed
glasses walked in quickly.

This man is Wang Yong, the manager of the club and Lu Lingshan’s recent apprentice.
Wang Yong respects Lu Lingshan very much, and because of this, Lu Lingshan decides
to stay in this club.
At this moment, Wang Yong arrived in front of him, his face full of reverence and
courtesy, he rushed to Lu Lingshan and said: “Master, I have already ordered to go, no
one will come in this box to disturb you, you and uncle don’t have to worry, I came in
just to ask Now, do you need any help from me?”
When he said this, Wang Yong looked flattered.
My master is not only beautiful, but also so strong, so I must perform well. Maybe when
Master is happy, he will teach himself some peerless exercises.
“Yeah.” Lu Lingshan nodded, “I don’t need anything for now. Don’t come in rashly
without my order.” The
younger brother is about to fuse the Coiling Dragon essence, so he can’t make the
slightest mistake. Not to be disturbed.
“Okay, Master, don’t worry!” Wang Yong nodded, turned around and walked out, while
gently closing the door.
At this moment.
Outside the gate of the Furong Club, a car came quickly. After stopping at the gate, Yue
Feng quickly got out of the car.
At this time, Yue Feng’s expression was extremely cold, and at the same time, his heart
was extremely anxious! He was afraid, afraid that Lu Lingshan had already used Coiling
Dragon Essence.
There is only one Coiling Dragon Spirit in the world. If it is used, the little fairy will be
completely helpless.
So Yue Feng can’t be in a hurry! Thinking to himself, he rushed into the hall like a
whirlwind.
As soon as he entered, he was stopped by the greeter inside: “Sir, do you have an
appointment?”
The greeter was a girl, about twenty-five years old. At this time, she looked up and
down at Yue Feng with an impatient face.

The Hibiscus Club is the most high-end club in the entire Wanhai City. Not just anyone
can come in. Except for members, ordinary people must make an appointment in
advance.
Yue Feng glanced at her and said coldly, “I’m here to find someone.”
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Saying that, I have to go upstairs.
“What’s the matter?”
At this moment, Wang Yong came down from the upstairs, and when he saw the
situation here, he frowned and walked over with a lofty attitude.
“Manager, this person has no appointment and has to go to the VIP area.” The staff
member quickly said.
Didn’t make an appointment?
Wang Yong looked up and down Yue Feng, and couldn’t hide his contempt: “Sir, I’m
sorry, if you don’t make an appointment, we won’t provide you with services. If you
spend entertainment, please go to other places. “
The man in front of him, still wearing a school uniform, looks like a student of Wanhai
University.
It’s so poor, you can’t even afford the cheapest box here, so you’re welcome.
Nima!
There really are people who look down on people!
Yue Feng was too lazy to talk nonsense, looked at Wang Yong and said impatiently:
“You are the manager here, right, take me to the V8 box immediately, immediately!”
When he said this, Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief.
Li Heihu said before that he wanted to let his subordinates control Lu Lingshan’s sister
and brother, but he refused, and he told Li Heihu not to panic.
Now it seems that Li Heihu has done a good job.
It’s just that Yue Feng didn’t expect that because Li Heihu didn’t say hello, the people in
this club didn’t know him, so they stopped him.

This thing is done.
At this moment, Wang Yong was stunned for a moment, followed by a sneer: “Sir, I
repeat, you cannot enter without an appointment. Besides, there are already guests in
the V8 box.”
This poor student still wants to enter the V8 room?
Master Lu Lingshan and uncle Lu Jiechen are in the V8 room.
Could it be that the student in front of me is a friend of Master?
Certainly not. Master’s martial arts are famous all over the world, how can there be such
a poor friend?
Thinking to himself, Wang Yong lost his patience and looked at Yue Feng coldly: “Sir, if
you do this again, I will call the security guard.”
Yue Feng was too lazy to talk nonsense, so he took out his mobile phone and called Li
Heihu. .
Nima, who did Li Heihu recruit? Do you like to judge people by appearance?
“Why, call someone to ask for trouble, don’t look at this place.” Wang Yong sneered.
“Yeah, this is not a place you can come, hurry up.” The greeter also said coldly.
Yue Feng was too lazy to speak. After the call was connected, he directly pressed the
speakerphone.
“Brother Feng, what’s wrong?” Li Heihu said respectfully on the other side of the phone.
Yue Feng took a deep breath and said to the phone, “I’m in your Furong Club. I’m
asking you, where is the V8 room. I was on the first floor and was stopped by your
people!”
What?
What kind of evil pen without long eyes! Dare to stop the wind brother? ! groove!
Hearing this, Li Heihu on the other side of the phone immediately became angry, and at
the same time hurriedly said: “Brother Feng, the V8 room is the one on the easternmost
side of the top floor.” The
top floor! Yue Feng raised his legs and strode towards the elevator.

“You…why are you like this…” At this moment, the greeter reacted, subconsciously
trying to stop Yue Feng.
Yue Feng directly threw the phone away: “If you have something to say, tell Li Heihu.”
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voice fell, and Yue Feng had already rushed to the second floor.
At this moment, the welcome person trembled! The person over the phone is Boss Li
Heihu? She was holding the phone and trembling all over!
This poor student actually called the boss by his name?
“Give me your phone!” Wang Yong called out at once, grabbed the phone from the
greeter’s hand, and said carefully, “Hello? Boss?”
“Wang Yong, it’s you who stopped Brother Feng, right? You’re blind. The dog’s eyes!”
On the other side of the phone, Li Heihu’s angry roar sounded, and he could imagine
his rage through the phone.
“Boss… That kid just now was wearing a school uniform… Did you admit the wrong
person…” Wang Yong asked in a low voice, sweating coldly.
“Fuck you!” Li Heihu shouted: “Brother Feng, he is low-key, he likes to wear school
uniforms, can’t you. I’ve told you how many times, don’t judge people by their
appearance. Not everyone is the same as you, If you have some money, you can buy
good clothes. How many people you can’t afford to wear casually, do you know that?
Are you kidding me
? Yong’s head was blank, and he was about to cry without tears. The greeter next to
him bit his lip in fright, not daring to let out the air.
At this moment, Yue Feng took the elevator and came to the top floor. When I got to the
V8 box, I just kicked the door open without saying a word!
“Boom!”
With a loud noise, the entire floor trembled faintly!
Lu Lingshan and Lu Jiechen, who were in the box, were startled by the sudden loud
noise. When his eyes turned to the door, his face changed!
Yue Feng?

He… how did he find this place?
Swish!
At this moment, seeing Lu Jiechen sitting there cross-legged, holding the Coiling
Dragon Essence in his hand, Yue Feng’s eyes were instantly blood red, his fists were
clenched tightly, and his inner anger broke out instantly!
These siblings are really here.
“Lu Jiechen, last time I was in Mingwang Mountain and let you run away, this time, you
won’t have such good luck!” A
cold voice came from Yuefeng’s mouth.
hum!
Immediately afterwards, an incomparably violent aura erupted from Yue Feng’s body,
and his body was like a shock, rushing directly towards Lu Jiechen.
For a time, the air in the entire box was torn apart!
In the blink of an eye, Yue Feng was in front of Lu Jiechen, and the terrifying power
directly enveloped him!
Lu Jiechen was shocked and panicked! When Lu Jiechen was at his peak, he was no
match for Yue Feng. Now that his strength has not recovered, how can he have the
courage to fight!
“Yue Feng!”
At this critical moment, Lu Lingshan stepped on her high heels and stood up to block Lu
Jiechen.
“Peng!”
At this moment, Lu Lingshan raised her jade hand and collided with Yue Feng’s palms!
Just hearing a loud noise, the moment the two palms collided, a tyrannical fluctuation of
internal force swept the entire box!
Wow…
In an instant, the luxurious and grand box turned into a rubble in an instant.

At the same time, Yue Feng and Lu Lingshan both took a few steps back, their
expressions changed.
Although Lu Lingshan’s strength level is higher than that of Yue Feng, but Yue Feng
relies on “Pure Yang Zhenjing”, her internal strength is much purer than her, and the
white lotus cold fire in her body is the nemesis of Lu Lingshan’s hellfire.
Therefore, the two faced each other head-on, and Lu Lingshan couldn’t take any
advantage at all.
“Yue Feng, I’m here today, don’t try to hurt my brother.” Lu Lingshan steadied her
delicate body, bit her lip, and shouted at Yue Fengjiao.
When she said this, Lu Lingshan was secretly surprised. This Yue Feng’s recovery
ability is really abnormal.
That night, I tortured him half to death. In such a short period of time, it was alive and
well.
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“Hehe…”
Hearing this, Yue Feng sneered, looked at Lu Lingshan and said word by word: “Lu
Lingshan, I want to kill him today, you can’t stop it! Also, how did you abuse that day?
Mine, I’ll keep it in my heart, let’s figure it out in a while!”
“Hula!” The
voice fell, Yue Feng’s thoughts turned, and the Linglong Pagoda was activated. in the
box.
There are more than a dozen of them, all of them are masters of the Martial Emperor
Realm!
It is the red-eyed bear king in the Linglong Pagoda, the red-flamed snake king, Yuan
Tiangang and others.
“Take her!” Yue Feng shouted angrily!
Upon hearing the order, the red-eyed bear king and the others immediately surrounded
Lu Lingshan!
Seeing the Red-Eyed Bear King and the others, Lu Lingshan said coldly, “With them,
you want to stop me?” With

that, Lu Lingshan pushed her inner strength to fight fiercely with the Red-Eyed Bear
King and the others.
“Yes, these people may not be able to restrain you, but there is no problem in
restraining you.” At this time, Yue Feng spoke lightly, and the moment the words fell, his
eyes locked on Lu Jiechen again.
“Lu Jiechen, this time, no one will save you!” Yue Feng said coldly, his expression
extremely indifferent.
When the words fell, Yue Feng slapped Lu Jiechen’s heart with a slap in the face.
“Bang!”
Yue Feng’s speed was so fast that Lu Jiechen didn’t have time to react. With a scream,
he flew out backwards, smashing the walls of several boxes, one after another, and
then fell heavily on the corridor. place.
Lu Jiechen was originally injured and never recovered. At this time, Yue Feng slapped
him with all his strength. He only felt that his internal organs were about to be shattered,
and he spat out blood in a few mouthfuls!
“Dangdang!” Yue Feng flew over, raised his finger, tapped Lu Jiechen twice, and tapped
his acupuncture point.
“You…” Lu Jiechen wanted to move, but was tapped and couldn’t move at all.
“I won’t let you die easily.” A smile appeared on the corner of Yue Feng’s mouth, looking
at Lu Jiechen: “I will let you experience the most painful way to die in this world.”
“Ah…”
At this time, the other boxes The guests, seeing the fight here, exclaimed one by one,
and some timid women kept screaming.
Immediately afterwards, the entire top floor was in chaos!
“Brother!”
Seeing that his brother was patted and his acupuncture point was tapped, Lu
Lingshan’s tender body trembled, her face was pale, and her eyes stared at Yue Feng:
“Yue Feng! You…you…”
Brother Ben He was seriously injured, and now he has been slapped again! In Lu
Lingshan’s heart, not to mention distressed.

At this time, Lu Lingshan really hated Yue Feng! However, with such a distraction, she
was slapped by the red-eyed bear king on the back.
“Dangdang!”
At the same time, Yue Feng sneered, took the opportunity to rush over, and sealed Lu
Lingshan’s acupuncture point all at once.
In an instant, Lu Lingshan’s body froze, unable to move!
Yue Feng glanced coldly at the two siblings, and a smile appeared on the corner of his
mouth. Now they are all pinned to the acupoints and unable to move. Yue Feng
sneered, turned around and took the Panlong Jing into his hands.
At this moment, Yue Feng felt the indescribable excitement and vibration of the majestic
spiritual power in the Coiling Dragon Spirit.
Haha…
Panlong Jing, it still fell into my hands in the end!
Little fairy, little wife, wait for me, I’ll be right back to save you.
Thinking about it, Yue Feng turned his thoughts and put the red-eyed bear king and
others into the Linglong Tower.
“Zizhuzuan, Lu Lingshan, in the end, you’re still in my hands.” Yue Feng walked over
with a smile, stretched out a finger, and held Lu Lingshan’s chin up.
“Yue Feng, don’t touch my sister!” Lu Jiechen shouted like a madman. In his heart, his
sister is like a fairy in the sky, how can someone blaspheme!
Lu Lingshan also had a cold face: “Yue Feng, I, I want to kill you, I want to kill you…”
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